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BLADE-ELEMENT PERFORMANCE OF A TANDEM-BLADED 

INDUCER TESTED I N  WATER 

by Richard  F. Soltis, Donald C. Urasek, 
and  Max  J. M i l l e r  

Lewis Research Center  

SUMMARY 

A tandem-bladed inducer was tested in water. The three-bladed inducer was 
6.5 inches (16. 5 cm) in diameter at the inlet, and the blade sections were formed by 
radial elements. The design values of flow coefficient and head-rise coefficient were 
0. 109 and 0.303, respectively. In this report ,  the radial distributions of performance 
and flow parameters  across  tandem-blade elements are presented for a range of flow 
rates under both noncavitating and cavitating conditions. 

At design flow, the inducer produced design head rise in the blade tip region. How
ever, it produced a slightly lower head rise ac ross  the remaining portion of the blade 
span. 

Near design operating conditions, the head rise of the tandem inducer, when com
pared with the head rise obtained with a typical flat-plate helical inducer, was found to  
be nearly twice the level attained with the flat plate inducer. The efficiency of the tan
dem inducer a lso remained higher across  most of the blade passage. 

Radial distributions of loss  coefficient were apparently influenced by secondary flow 
The loss  coefficient increased significantly with radius at most flow rates.effects. 

Blade-element efficiencies were inversely related to  radius and varied from approxi
mately 97 percent near the hub to  75 percent near the tip. 

At flow coefficients less than 0.09, an eddy was detected in the tip region at the in
ducer inlet. The radial extent of the eddy increased as flow was reduced. One result  of 
the eddy formation was a redistribution of flow that prevented excessive incidence angles 
from occurring in the lower portions of the blade span over the flow range studied. 

Midspan noncavitating data were taken with the rear blade moved slightly to three 
different locations with respect t o  the front blade. As  the overlap of the front and rear 
blades was increased, the measured losses  decreased over the flow range studied. 



INTRODUCTION 

The level of blade loading that can be applied efficiently to a given blade row de
pends primarily on the success in preventing the blade surface boundary layers from 
separating. One approach to exercising some control of blade surface boundary layer on 
highly loaded blade rows is to use  tandem blades. In a tandem configuration, the high 
overall blade loading is apportioned to two o r  more  close-coupled blade sections so that 
blade surface boundary layer separation is forestalled on any of the individual blades. 
The slot geometry formed by the two blades may be designed to direct  some high-
momentum fluid over the suction surface of the downstream blade to further aid in de
laying boundary layer separation on this surface. 

In many applications, the inducer of a pump is relatively lightly loaded to provide 
sufficient head r i s e  to avoid cavitation in subsequent pumping stages. The tandem-blade 
concept suggests combining a lightly loaded upstream blade section for high suction per 
formances with a highly loaded downstream blade section for high head r i se .  This ap
proach has been applied to an inducer rotor designed for NASA under contract. A de
scription of the inducer, i t s  overall performance when operated in water, and visual ob
servations with cavitating and noncavitating flow a r e  presented in reference 1. 

Herein, the radial variations of flow and performance parameters measured across  
tandem-blade elements at selected radial locations a r e  presented for a range of operating 
conditions covering both noncavitating and cavitating flow. This type of data is useful in 
the analysis of the performance of the present design and in the design of similar 
tandem-blade sections. The data also indicate the radial distributions of flow conditions 
that a downstream stator blade row would have to accept over the operating range. The 
effects of small changes in slot geometry on the performance parameters for the midspan 
blade elements a r e  also shown. 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Test P u m p  

The following inducer design specifications were dictated by the existing test  
facility: 

Inlet tip diameter, dt, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.  5 (16. 5) 
Inlet hub-tip radius ratio, rh/rt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 . 4  
Ratio of inducer outlet a rea  to inlet area, A2/A1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0. 5 
Maximum axial depth, in. (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4. 5 (11.4) 
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(Symbols are defined in appendix A. ) The outer casing at the test  section incorporated a 
linear taper from a diameter of 6.5 inches (16.5 cm) near the inducer inlet to  a diameter 
of 6.175 inches (15.7 cm) near the outlet. The inducer tip diameter w a s  matched to this 
taper. 

The following hydrodynamic design values were supplied by the designer: 

Ideal inlet flow coefficient pid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0. 109 
Head-rise coefficient @ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.303 

A s  discussed in reference 2, the inlet flow coefficient, when combined with an rh/rt of 
0.4 and an inlet flow angle p1 of Oo, is the optimum value for a suction specific speed 
of approximately 30 000. 

The inducer had three tandem blades (see fig. 1). Each tandem blade was composed 
of a relatively long-chord front blade (7.74 in. o r  19. 66 cm at tip) and a short-chord 

cm 

Figure L - Tandem-bladed inducer. 

r ea r  blade (2.75 in. or  6.98 cm at tip). The front and r ea r  blades were fabricated in
dividually from separate material  blanks. This permitted some freedom to vary the 
relative circumferential position of the trailing and leading edges of the two blades dur
ing testing. The hub radius increased across  the inducer as needed to meet the required 
area change and comply with the specified tip taper. A blade tip clearance of 0.015 inch 
(0.038 cm) was  used. 

In the blade design procedure, only the blade-section geometry for the element on 
the tip diameter cylindrical surface (dc = 6.5 in. o r  16. 5 cm) for both blades is speci
fied. The remaining blade sections a r e  defined by radial lines from this tip section. 
The geometry of the blade tip section for both front and r ea r  blades is given in figure 2. 
The blade suction and pressure surfaces are helical surfaces with different leads that 
have curved surfaces in the inlet region as defined by given coordinate schedules. The 
two helical surfaces are separated by a specified thickness value. The fairing of the 
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Rear blade I Front blade 
~~ Direct io na I coordinate 

! 
~ 

cm in. cm 
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Figure 2. - Blade section ( f ront  and rear blades) at 6.5-inch (16.51-cm) t ip diameter. 
Leading edge radius, 0.010 inch  (0.025 cm). (All dimensions are i n  inches (cm).) 

pressure  surfaces of both front and rear blades is very small in the chordwise direction 
so  that these surfaces  remain essentially a flat plate. The fairing of the suction surface 
extends over approximately the forward half of the blade section. Thus, in this forward 
portion of the blade section, a locus of midpoints between pressure and suction surfaces 
would describe a line with some camber. The blade was fabricated with nearly a con
stant thickness from hub to tip. 

Test FaciI ity 

The tandem-bladed inducer was  tested in the Lewis waterpump test  facility. A 
sketch of this closed-loop test  facility is shown in figure 3.  Pr ior  to testing, the water 
is circulated through the degasifying and filtering system. The gas content is reduced 
and maintained a t  l e s s  than 3 ppm by weight, and the fi l ter  is capable of removing par
t icles over 5 micrometers. The test facility is discussed in more detail in reference 3. 
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Figure 3. -Lewis water tunnel. 

Test Procedure and Instrumentation 

Flow conditions were measured at the inducer inlet and outlet (approx 0. 5 in. or 
1.27 cm upstream and downstream of the blade leading and trailing edges, respectively). 
The inducer was operated (1) over a range of flow ra tes  at constant values of rotative 
speed and net positive suction head Hs, and (2) over a range of net positive suction heads 
at constant values of rotative speed and flow. Design rotative speed was 5415 rpm. 
Survey probes measured total pressure,  static pressure,  and flow angle at radial posi
tions located at 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 percent of the annulus height from the outer wall. 
The equations used to calculate selected flow and performance parameters are presented 
in appendix E. 

The survey probes a r e  shown in figure 4. Total pressure and flow angle were 
measured with the cobra probe (fig. 4(a)) and static pressure with the wedge probe 
(fig. 4(b)). Each probe had associated null-balancing, stream-direction-sensitive equip
ment that automatically alined the probe to the direction of flow. Each wedge static 
probe was calibrated in a low-speed air tunnel. Flow rate was measured with a Venturi 
flowmeter, and rotor rotative speed was measured with a magnetic pickup coupled to  an 
electronic speed counter. 
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(a) Cobra. (b) Static-pressure wedge. 

Figure 4. - Probes. 

Data Accu racy  and Rel iab i l i ty  

E r r o r s  in the data due to the inherent inaccuracies of the measurement and recording 
systems a r e  estimated to be as follows: 

Flow rate, Qv, percent of design flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 . 0  
Rotative speed, N, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  kO.5 
Head r ise ,  AH, percent at  design flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rtl. 0 
Velocity head, V2/ 2 g ,  percent at design flow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.5 
Flow angle, pl, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A.0 
Net positive suction head, HSV, f t  (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k l .  0 (*to. 31) 

The influence of unsteady flows, circumferential variations in flow, and other time or 
space gradients could not be evaluated. However, preliminary measurements indicated 
that the circumferential variations of flow conditions at the rotor outlet were small and 
that the flow could be considered axisymmetric (see ref. 1). 
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Figure 5. - Comparison of integrated flows at inducer inlet and outlet 
with those measured by Ventur i  meter. 

A measure of the accuracy of the data is also provided by comparing the flow rates, 
as determined from the integrated survey measurements at the inlet and outlet of the 
inducer, t o  the flow rate measured with the Venturi meter. The flow comparisons are 
presented in figure 5 in the forms  

- Qv x 100 
QV 

and 

Q2 - Qv x 100 
&V 

and are plotted as a function of average inlet flow coefficient TI. At flow coefficients 
greater than 0.10, the integrated flows at the inducer inlet are within 2 percent of the 
Venturi flows for all levels of Hsv. At flow coefficients less than 0. 10, the integrated 
flows deviate significantly f rom the Venturi flows. This deviation is attributed to  a re
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verse flow region that forms in the inlet tip region at ?< 0. 10 and makes it difficult to  
obtain a meaningful integration of flow. Also, at the low inlet pressures ,  cavitation 
forms  on the wedge static probe. 

At the inducer outlet, the integrated flows compare with the Venturi flows within a 
few percent at the high flows. As the flow is reduced, the deviation of the two flow 
measurements increases consistently to values of approximately 7 percent. Some of 
this percentage increase between the two flow calculations is expected because of the 
combination of lower through-flow velocities and a measuring system with a fixed in
herent accuracy. In general, the flow checks indicate a reasonable agreement of meas
ured data, 

Blade-Element Parameters 

The blade-element parameters selected to describe the flow conditions and per
formance across  the individual blade elements include (1)inlet flow coefficient, (pl,

-
(2) incidence angle, i, (3) loss  coefficient, w,  (4)diffusion factor, D, (5) outlet absolute 
flow angle, p,, (6) turning angle, Apt ,  (7) outlet flow coefficient, (p2, (8) ideal head-rise 
coefficient, Qid, (9) actual head-rise coefficient, +, and (10) hydraulic efficiency, q, 
The definitions of the parameters a r e  given in appendixes A and B. Velocity diagrams 
at the inlet and outlet may be computed, if desired, from flow coefficient, flow angle, 
and local blade speed. 

Of primary interest are the head-rise coefficient II, and the efficiency 17 of the 
flow process. The blade-element head r i s e  is equal to  the energy addition (indicated by 
the ideal head-rise coefficient $bid) minus the flow losses  (indicated by the loss coeffi
cient w). Efficiency is the ratio of the head-rise coefficient t o  the ideal head-rise coef
ficient. The energy addition is affected by the blade speed U, the fluid turning angle 
Apt,  and the outlet axial velocity (indicated by flow coefficient q2). The energy addition 
increases with an increase in blade speed, an increase in fluid turning angle, and a de
crease in outlet flow coefficient. The flow losses across  a blade element are assumed 
to  be influenced primarily by (1) incidence angle of the entering flaw, (2) blade loading 
level, and (3) secondary flows. The flow incidence angle is related to the magnitude of 
the rapid accelerations and decelerations of the flow around the leading edge region of 
the blade. These local flow decelerations have attendant diffusion losses  together with 
losses due to possible local boundary layer separation and reattachment. The blade 
loading level gives a measure of the blade surface velocity gradients and the associated 
diffusion loss,  friction loss,  and possible losses  due to boundary layer separation. 
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Herein, the diffusion factor D gives a measure of the blade loading. A development of 
this parameter is given in reference 4. Secondary flows a r e  flows occurring in the low-
momentum boundary layers  (both on the blade surface and the casing walls)  because of 
the pressure gradients imposed on them by the main flow through the blade passage. 
These secondary flows include a passage secondary flow, centrifuging of blade surface 
boundary layer, blade tip clearance flows, blade trailing vortices, and so forth, The 
energy associated with these secondary flows is not recoverable and thus becomes a 
loss. These relations briefly summarize the blade-element parameters.  Flow condi
tions for all the blade elements are related by the need to satisfy the requirements of 
radial equilibrium and continuity. 

The incidence angle i is defined as the difference between the flow direction and a 
tangent to the blade mean line a t  the blade leading edge, o r  i = P i  - K ~ .From the de
scription of blade shape in the section Test Pump and the sketches in figure 2, it can be 
seen that a mean line direction in the blade leading edge region is not defined analyti
cally. For  the tip blade section (shown in fig. 2), a mean line direction K~ at the lead
ing edge was determined graphically. For  all other elements, the blade camber angle a t  
the leading edge was  computed from 

The most easily defined surface of the blade section is the helix surface forming the 
blade pressure surface. Very little contouring of this profile is done in the leading edge 
region (see fig. 2). For this surface, the front blade inlet angle is 

-=tan- 1 2nrn
K~ = t a n -1 2nrn ___ 

lead 3 . 0  

TABLE I. - BLADE INLET ANGLES 

Span from 
hub, 

VIean camberpercent 
line 

90 86.3 
70 86. 0 
50 85. 6 
30 85.1 
10 84.4 

Pressure  surfacc 

81. 1 
79.8 
78.1 
75.8 
72.6 
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The blade inlet angles calculated by both of the foregoing methods are.presented in 
table I for the five radial locations at which data were taken. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of the inducer is presented first in t e rms  of its noncavitating, o r  
base, performance levels. Cavitating performance is presented and discussed in t e rms  
of the effects of cavitation on this base performance. 

Noncavi tat ing Per fo rmance 

Overall performance. - The noncavitating overall performance is presented in fig-. 

ure  6 ,  where average values of head-rise coefficient and hydraulic efficiency 5 are 

O 0  0 
0 
0 

0 
I I ! I 

.36 


. 3 2  p@
0 0 Design p i n t  
0 
0 

0 


0 


0 
a 


0 

.08 .10 .12 .14 . I% .18 
Inlet average flow coefficient, 'p1 

Figure 6. - Inducer overall performance at 
noncavitating conditions. Net positive suc
tion head, 384 feet (117 m). 
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shown as functions of average inlet flow coefficient pl. The head-rise coefficient and 
efficiency are mass-averaged values. The inlet flow coefficient is based on the meas
ured flow and the inlet geometric area. The equations for computing these values are 
given in appendix B. 

The overall performance is discussed in reference 1. It is included in this report  
to indicate the overall performance level that results from a summation of the perform
ance of the individual blade elements and to  indicate the relation of the operating point at 
which blade-element data are presented to  the overall operating range covered. 

An inlet flow blockage of 2.2 percent, due to hub and tip casing boundary layers,  
was computed near design flow (see ref. 1). Thus, the design inlet ideal flow coefficient 
of 0. 109 will actually be  achieved at an overall measured flow coefficient 'pl of 

-q = 0.978 pid= (0.978)(0. 109) = 0. 107 

Comparisons of measured flow conditions with design are made a t  an overall inlet flow 
coefficient of 0.107. At a 7 of 0.107, the inducer achieved an overall head-rise coeffi
cient of 0.282 (as compared with the design value of 0.303) and had an overall efficiency 
of 88 percent. The plots of figure 6 also show that a relatively high efficiency (>80 per
cent) was maintained over the greater  portion of the flow range. 

At a 7of approximately 0. 09, sharp increases in flow angle and total head were 
noted in the tip region (90 percent of passage height from the hub) a t  the inlet measuring 
station, as shown in figure 7. For further flow reductions, limit switches on the probe 
actuators prevented the probe from turning past an angle of about 100'. As flow was re
duced from a flow coefficient of 0. 09, similar increases in flow angle were noted at 
radial stations 70 and 50 percent of the passage height from the hub. These angle 
measurements observed a t  the three radial locations are interpreted as an indication of 
the formation and radial growth of a reverse  flow, or  eddy, in the blade tip region. As 
shown by the visualization techniques discussed in reference 1, tufts mounted on the outer 
casing indicated a flow directly into the inducer (p, = 0) at high flows and a 180' change 
in direction of flow at 7 less than 0. 09. 

The increases in inlet total head indicate some energizing of the eddy flow. This 
could result  from fluid entering the rotating passages, being energized, and flowing back 
out into the inlet, or it could result  from the viscous action of the eddy flow to induce a 
tangential component to  the inlet flow. 

Blade-element performance. - Performance and flow parameters are computed for~ 

five blade elements. Herein a blade element, or flow streamline, is assumed to pass 
through radial locations the same percentage of passage height at the blade inlet and out
let measuring stations. Such an  approach provides a reasonable approximation to actual 
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Figure 7. - Variation of in le t  flow angle and total head w i th  flow 
at  three radial or passage height locations. 

streamline flow until severe flow shifts occur across  the blade row. 
One occasion for severe flow shifts across  the inducer occurs when the eddy forms 

in the blade inlet tip region. Under these flow conditions, the assumed streamlines 
used to calculate flow parameters in the tip region will vary markedly from the actual 
streamline flow, and parameters based on measurements at blade inlet and outlet of the 
blade row will have little meaning. For this reason, some local values of parameters in 
the blade tip region a r e  omitted in subsequent plots. 

The noncavitating blade-element performance is presented in figure 8 as radial dis
tributions of flow and performance parameters at four average flow coefficients. All the 
parameters a r e  defined in the list of symbols (appendix A) or in the l ist  of equations 
(appendix B). The flow into the inducer was axial (PI = 0) except when an inlet eddy was 
detected. The incidence angles presented a r e  based on the estimated mean camber line 
blade angles listed in table I. 
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Design flow operation: Detailed performance of the blade elements near design flow 
operation is studied f rom the parameter distributions at an average flow coefficient of 
0.105. At the inducer inlet, the small  radial variations of 'pl (see fig. 8) indicate some 
slight streamline curvature effects. Both the hub and tip a r e  tapered across  the inducer, 
and this is reflected in the 'pl distribution. 

The performance parameters of primary interest a r e  the head r i s e  and efficiency. 
The radial distribution of I)(fig. 8) shows a slightly increasing I) from hub to tip. The 
head-rise coefficient at the tip blade element was  slightly higher than the design value of 
0.303, whereas over the rest of the blade span, it was  slightly below the design head 
rise. The efficiency of the flow process (fig. 8) was  highest (approx 97 percent) in 
the hub region and decreased with radius to a value of approximately 78 percent at the tip 
element. These distributions of I) and 77 result from the relative effects of energy 
addition and loss. 

Average flow 
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.- cp 

0 0. 159 
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m v .084 
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n30r 0 L .6r: A A 0 
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c
._
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0 IIU 
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Figure 8. - Radial d istr ibut ions of blade-element parameters under non
cavitating flow conditions. Rotor tangential velocity at out let  tip, 
146 feet per second (44.5 mlsec); net positive suction head, 384 feet (117 in). 
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Figure 8. - Concluded. 

At this near-design operation, the radial distribution of energy addition +id (fig. 8) 
shows a relatively sharp increase in +id f rom hub to  tip. This type of distribution is 
typical of blades composed of radial elements where the design energy additions can be  
specified at just one blade element. It is also notable that over the portion of the blade 
span from the hub to  the mean, the ideal head-rise coefficient Qid was less than the de
sign overall head-rise coefficient. One reason, then, for not quite attaining the de
sign level of head-rise coefficient in this inducer was that the energy addition was 
slightly low. It would be desirable to increase the energy addition through higher fluid 
turning in the hub and mean regions only; however, for a blade composed of radial ele
ments such as in this design, the level of energy addition would have to  be increased 
over the entire blade span. 

The blade-element l o s s  coefficient w also indicates a sharp increase from hub to  
tip. This radial distribution is attributed to  the secondary flow effects, in particular, 
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the centrifuging of blade surface boundary layer. Without three -dimensional flow effects, 
the loss  level would be expected to vary with the blade loading, which reflects the blade 
surface boundary layer growth. A measure of the blade loading of each element is given 
by the diffusion factor D (fig. 8). Associating the blade loading @) levels of each blade 
element with i t s  corresponding loss  level indicates the strong influence of the secondary 
flow effects on the radial distribution of loss.  For example, the D-factor for the hub and 
tip blade elements (for 7 = 0.105) a r e  the same, but the W of the tip element is ap
proximately four t imes higher than the W for the hub element flow. 

The combining effects of Qid and w are to achieve a nearly constant radial distri
bution of inducer head-rise coefficient Q. A s  noted, all the blade-element parameters 
a r e  interrelated and interact in such a way a s  to establish radial equilibrium. For ex
ample, although the losses  and energy additions were presented a s  being essentially in
dependent, the loss distributions do affect the outlet flow coefficient variation which, in 
turn, affects the energy addition distribution. 

Some assessment of the parameter levels measured in the tandem -bladed inducer 
can be made by comparing them with similar values obtained at near-design operating 
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Figure 9. - Comparison of blade-element parameters f rom 
tandem-bladed inducer and 80.6' flat-plate hel ical in
ducer of reference 5. 
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conditions for the typical flat-plate inducer reported in reference 5. These comparisons 
are made in figure 9. 

The plots show that the blade loading D, the energy addition qid, and head rise + 
of the tandem-bladed inducer are all f rom two to three t imes that obtained with the con
stant lead, helical inducer. Comparison of the losses  w indicates no significant in
crease in loss  level despite the higher loading levels of the tandem-bladed inducer. Ap
portioning the overall loading between the two separate blade rows has evidently pre
vented any serious separation of blade surface boundary layer and therefore diffusion 
losses.  Both inducers showed similar radial distributions for all parameters.  A s  a re
sul t  of the relative levels of qid and ;, the efficiency of the tandem-bladed inducer is 
generally higher than that of the helical inducer, particularly in the blade tip region. 

A matter for concern with a highly loaded rotor is the losses  incurred in the ac
companying downstream stator that converts the kinetic energy of flow leaving the rotor 
to static pressure and se t s  up required velocity diagrams in a succeeding rotor. With 
the use of the outlet flow angles from the inducer, approximate values of D-factor for  
flow across  a tip, mean, and hub blade element of a stator blade row were calculated. 
The results, together with assumptions of blade-section solidity and the axial velocity 
change across  the stator,  a r e  shown in table 11. 

In table 11, the stator row w a s  assumed to turn the flow to the axial direction 
(pout = 0). With no axial velocity change across  the stator, the D-factors a r e  high 
(>O. 6), particularly in the blade tip region, and high losses  could be expected with a 
single blade row. Some decrease in D could be realized by increasing the solidity u, 
but practical limitations would keep any decrease from this source small. A more de
sirable approach is to increase the axial velocity across  the stator row. The higher 
axial velocity leaving the stator lowers the stator diffusion and benefits the hydrodynamic 

TABLE II. - CALCULATED DIFFUSION FACTORS 

FOR SUCCEEDING STATOR BLADE ROW 

Span Blade Axial velocib Diffusion 
locatior solidity, ratio, factor, 

(T Vz, out/Vz, in D 

Tip 1. 5 1.0 0.9711 
Mean 2.0 1.0 .7164 
Hub 2.5 1 . 0  .TO70 

~ 

Tip 1.5 2.0 0.6291 
Mean 2.0 2 . 0  .2164 
Hub 2.5 2.0 .2375 
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design of the succeeding high pressure stages (see ref. 6). The flow coefficient leaving 
the inducer rotor is approximately 0.2. This coefficient could be increased from two to 
three t imes across  a stator row. As indicated in table 11, using an axial velocity ratio 
of 2 across  the stator row generally brings the stator D-factors within reasonable levels 
for a single-vane blade row. 

Off -design flow operation: As flow through the tandem-bladed inducer is increased 
from the design level, the incidence angles a r e  decreased uniformly over the blade span 
(fig. 8). The radial distributions of D, Qid, and Q show reductions at all radii, as 
would be  anticipated. Loss coefficient T j  and turning angle Ap' show quite significant 
changes across  the passage. 

The most notable change in losses  as flow is increased from the design value occuri 
in the hub region. At the highest flow rate (v= 0.159), the loss  across  the hub element 
is increased sharply over the design flow level. A similar trend of hub loss with an in
crease in flow is noted in the loss  values for the flat plate helical inducer of reference 5. 

The reason for the high losses  in the hub region is not obvious. The low-momentum 
fluid is apparently not being centrifuged from the hub region, as appeared to be the case 
near design flow. Also, the loss  level appears high for the relatively low D-factor de
termined for flow in this region. The probable source of these losses  appears to be the 
high negative incidence angle of the entering flow. In this case, the greater flow accel
erations and decelerations with the associated losses would occur on the blade pres
sure  surface near the blade leading edge. Because passage secondary flow patterns 
tend to  move toward the hub along the blade pressure surface, the tendency would be to 
keep any losses formed on the blade pressure surface (near the hub) in this region. In 
these speculations, the flow about a tandem-blade element is considered from the same 
approach to flow about a single solid blade. With tandem-blade sections, the loss  may 
be more intimately associated with the blade surface velocity gradients (local D-factor) 
of either the front o r  r ea r  blade row, depending on the blade loading split between the 
two blade sections and the way the velocity gradients on each individual blade section r e 
act to a change in incidence angle. 

From the blade mean section to the blade tip section, the loss  coefficient showed a 
rapid increase with radius similar to that noted at design flow. The loss  levels were 
higher at all radii than those measured near the design flow rate. 

At the high flow (7= 0. 159), the blade-element turning angle Ap' was lower at all 
blade sections than that measured near the design flow. The decrease in fluid turning 
was roughly in the same proportion as the decrease in incidence angle, which indicated 
that deviation of flow from the blade camber line did not change significantly. 

Flow conditions below design are studied from the parameter plots at F =  0. 084. 
At this flow coefficient, an eddy was present in the blade inlet tip flow region (see fig. 7) 
Inlet flow measurements in o r  near the eddy are questionable, and the possible effects 
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on the parameter values should be recognized in  assessing both the levels and distri
butions. Thus, the discussion of blade-element parameters at this low flow will be 
focused on the lower half (hub to mean) of the blade span. 

The blockage effects of the eddy on the inlet flow distributions at 7 = 0. 084 are evi
dent. The inlet flow coefficient cp1 drops off sharply to a zero value in the blade tip 
region. The major portion of the flow passes  through the a rea  from the blade mean to 
the blade hub. A s  a consequence, the local flow coefficients and incidence angles from 
hub to mean show little change with the reduction in flow. 

Ordinarily, a reduction in flow without the presence of an eddy would increase the 
incidence angle of all blade elements until, a t  one or more blade sections along the span, 
the flow would separate from the blade suction surface near the blade leading edge. The 
blade sections at which this occurs are said to be stalled, and a significant decrease in 
head r i s e  and efficiency occurs. The formation and radial growth of the eddy as flow is 
reduced cause a redistribution of inlet flow so that the local velocities into the lower 
portions of the blade span a r e  large enough to prevent a stalling incidence angle from 
being attained. The net result  is a continuing increase in overall head r i s e  as flow is 
reduced. With the presence of an eddy flow region, the overall efficiency of the flow 
across  the inducer would be expected to decrease. The blade-element efficiencies do not 
reflect this trend. It is likely that the flow measurements made herein do not account for 
certain parasitic losses  associated with the eddy flow that would be observed from torque 
measurements. 

At the low flow coefficient @ = 0. 084), significant redistribution of flow occurs with
in the blade passages (see cpl and cp2 in fig. 8). Thus, the assumed blade-element 
flow will deviate more from the actual streamline flow a t  this operating condition than at 
the higher flow operation. In the hub region, the D-factor indicates a high diffusion rate  
(Dh = 0.78); however, the losses remain a t  a relatively low level. This result is again 
attributed to secondary flow effects (probably the centrifuging of most of the blade surface 
boundary layer). 

The blade-element plots at this low flow coefficient show a reduced (compared with 
those a t  design flow) turning angle APT (fig. 8). The inlet relative flow angle has varied 
only a degree o r  l e s s  from the design value (see plot for i at cp = 0. 105 in fig. 8) in the 
hub and mean span flow regions. This small variation indicates a greater deviation of 
flow from the outlet blade direction. The significant increases in flow deviation (parti
cularly for the hub element) probably reflect some local separation on the more highly 
loaded r ea r  blade section because of the high diffusion rate.  As compared with the de
sign levels, the lower turning angle tends to reduce the energy addition +id’ while the 
lower outlet flow coefficient cp2 tends to increase +bid. The net effect is a slight in
crease in +bid at all radii over the design level. 
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Cavitat ing Performance 

A s  the inlet pressure is decreased, local pressures  through the blade passages are 
lowered to vapor pressure,  and vapor cavities a r e  formed. Cavitation is generally ob
served in the blade tip clearance flow and in flow along the blade suction surfaces. Cavi
tation on the blade suction surface has a more harmful effect on blade row performance. 
The cavities formed disrupt the normal streamline flow, thus affecting the energy addi
tion to the fluid. 

Overall performance. - The effect of cavitation on the inducer overall performance 
is shown in figures 10 and 11. The head-rise coefficient and efficiency a r e  mass-
averaged values. The average flow coefficient is based on the overall flow and the inlet 
flow area.  The noncavitating base performance is shown for comparison. For the data 
of figure 10, the inlet net positive suction head is held constant and flow is varied, 
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Figure 1l. - Concluded. 

whereas for figure 11, the flow is maintained constant and the inlet net positive suction 
head is varied. The overall performance plots indicate the average performance levels 
obtained by summing up the individual blade-element performances at a given operating 
point. The curves also permit orientation of a given operating flow with respect to the 
overall flow range covered. 

Blade-element performance. - The plots in figure 12 compare the radial distribu
tions of blade-element parameters as Hsv is decreased at  a given F. Radial distribu
tions are shown at three flows (below design, near design, and above design). The pa
rameter values at the highest Hsv value shown a r e  very close to the noncavitating 
values of figure 8 and a r e  considered as noncavitating levels. 

As H,, was reduced, a blade surface cavity was observed to occur first on the 
upper half (from mean to tip) of the blade span and always covered a larger portion near 
the tip of the blade surface. All  results of visual studies of cavitation in this inducer a r e  
reported in reference 1. 
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Figure 12. - Radial distribution of blade-element parameters under  cavi 
tatinq flow conditions. 

The plots of figure 12 show that the effects of cavitation on blade-element perform
ance a r e  similar at all flows. However, the magnitude of the effects varies at the dif
ferent flows because the changes in Hsv levels were not the same. 

The parameter of primary interest is the head-rise coefficient. The radial distri
butions show that, as H,, is decreased, the head r i s e  is reduced for  all blade elements 
along the span. This reduction in blade-element head r i s e  could result from a decrease 
in energy addition qid or an increase in loss  CY. However, the effects of cavitation on 
q2 are discussed prior to considering +id or 75.  The radial distributions of q2 as 
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Figure 12. -Continued. 

Hsv is lowered indicate that some redistributions of flow a r e  occurring within the blade 
passage. The increase in q2 in the hub region as Hsv is decreased indicates that an 
increasing portion of the flow is leaving the blade row in this region. The opposite trend 
is noted in the blade tip region. Evidently, the larger  amount of cavitation in the tip flow 
regions provides an increased restriction to the flow, and an increasing proportion of the 
flow moves into the hub region flow area .  Thus, in the tip flow regions, this reduction 
of q2 tends to increase the Qid, while the converse occurs in the hub flow regions. 

The other factor affecting Qid is the turning angle AB?. Any change in AB' tends 
to change +bid in the same direction. Two factors which would tend to reduce the fluid 
turning angle Apt would be (1) a cavity on the blade surface that would reduce the ef
fective camber of the blade sections and (2) high loss  levels that a r e  an indication of 
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40 60 80 100 

some separation of boundary layer flow. The data of figure 12 show that the value of 
Apl  in the flow region from the blade mean to the blade tip decreases as Hsv is de
creased. The lower Hsv level indicates an increase in the cavitation present, and the 
-

w plots (fig. 12) show that W increases as Hsv is decreased. Thus, both the afore 


mentioned factors a r e  affecting the fluid turning Apl. 
The reason for the slight increase in Apl  in the hub region as Hsv is decreased is 

not immediately apparent. The significant axial velocity increase across  the blade ele
ments in this region may have a favorable effect on deviation of the flow from the blade 
trailing edge direction, that is, may decrease the flow deviation and thus increase the 
A P T .  The net effect of Apt and 'p2 on +id is shown in figure 12. In the hub region, 
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the increasing ‘p2 unloads these blade sections so that the +id continues to decrease 
as Hsv is reduced. In the tip regions, the lower ‘p2 first results in an increase of 
+id, but the reduced turning then causes +id to fall beneath the noncavitating level. 

A s  the Hsv is reduced, the Tj - increases across  all  blade elements along the blade 
span. The increase in W with cavitation is generally associated with the mixing and 
flow deceleration downstream of the cavity collapse location. 

Some Effects of Slot Configuration 

In the design inducer configuration, the trailing edge of the front blade and the lead
ing edge of the rear blade lie in the same meridional plane (see fig. 2). This configura
tion is referred to as tandem I. Small changes to the slot geometry were  made by 
moving the rear blade circumferentially approximately 0. 1inch (0.25 cm) from this de
sign plane, both opposite to the direction of rotation (tandem 11) and in the direction of 
rotation (tandem In). These changes in slot configuration can be visualized from the 

Axial direction 

Front blade, I l l 

- rTandem I1 

I ! I\, LTandem I (design) 

Figure 13. - Changes in slot geometry as rear blade of tandem inducer i s  moved 
c i rcumferent ia l ly  (not  to scale). 

sketch shown in figure 13 and the photographs of figure 14. The effects of these small 
geometry changes on selected blade-element parameters for noncavitating flow a r e  
shown in figure 15. For this phase of the investigation, measurements were taken 
across  the midspan blade element only. The variations in head r i s e  a r e  generally small 
but consistent over the complete flow range. When the r ea r  blade w a s  moved in the di
rection opposite to the direction of rotation (tandem 11), the head rise was  slightly de
creased from that produced by the design configuration (tandem I). When the rear blade 
was moved in the direction of rotation (tandem HI), the head r i s e  was  slightly increased 
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(a) Tandem I. Design configuration. 

t" C-74608 

(b) Tandem 11. Rear vane moved opposite to  direction of rotation. 

(c) Tandem 111. Rear vane moved in direction of rotation. 

Figure 14. - Tandem-bladed inducer w i th  rear vane in 
th ree  circumferent ia l  locations. 
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from that produced by the design configuration. 
No consistent trends of turning angle were noted over the entire flow range, which 

indicated that the changes in slot geometry had no measurable effect on the fluid turning 
done by this blade element. Over most of the operating range, the turning angles were 
within 1/2’. The energy addition I& id a lso shows little change between the three con
figurations. 

The loss  coefficient W does show some variation with slot configuration. Tandem I1 

indicates a higher loss  coefficient over the entire flow range than that measured for the 
design configuration (tandem I). A s  the r ea r  blade was moved in the direction of rotation 
(tandem 111), a small  decrease in loss coefficient compared with the level measured for 
the tandem I configuration is observed. 
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The plots of figure 15 indicate that the variation of head rise with slot geometry is 
caused primarily by the differences in flow losses.  The configuration that had the 
greatest  overlap of the two blades (tandem 111)gave the lowest loss  level. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A tandem-bladed inducer was tested in water. The three-bladed inducer was 
6. 5 inches (16. 5 cm) in diameter at the inlet, and the blade sections were formed by 
radial elements. The design inlet flow coefficient was 0. 109 and the design head-rise 
coefficient was 0.303. The radial distributions of performance and flow parameters  
ac ross  individual tandem -blade elements were presented for  both noncavitating and cav
itating flow conditions. 

At design flow the tandem-bladed inducer produced the design head rise in the blade 
tip region but produced a slightly lower head rise ac ross  the remaining portion of the 
blade span. No  severe radial gradients of pressure or  flow coefficient occurred at the 
inducer outlet. However, returning the flow to the axial direction (for a downstream 
stage) would require a very high diffusion rate without a significant increase in flow co
efficient. 

A comparison was made between parameter levels measured in the tandem-bladed 
inducer and a typical flat-plate helical inducer at near design operating conditions. The 
head r i s e  of the tandem design was approximately twice the level attained with the flat-
plate inducer. Also, for  the tandem inducer, the efficiency remained at a higher level 
across  most of the blade passage. 

Loss coefficients increased significantly with radius a t  design and lower flows. 
These gradients were attributed to secondary flow effects, in particular, the centrifuging 
of blade surface boundary layer flows. A s  a result ,  blade-element efficiencies varied 
f rom about 97 percent a t  the hub to  about 75 percent at the tip. 

At flows below a flow coefficient of about 0. 09, an  eddy was detected in the tip region 
of the blade inlet. The radial extent of the eddy increased as flow was reduced. One 
result  of the eddy formation was that most of the flow was redirected through the hub 
region, and stalling incidence angles in this region were not attained over the complete 
test flow range. 

Cavitation resulted in  a decrease in head rise at all blade elements along the blade 
span. The blade-element data indicated that, from the blade mean radius to the blade 
tip, cavitation had a more direct effect on the blade-element flow by increasing flow 
blockage and changing the effective blade camber. From the blade mean to the blade hub, 
the data indicated that the deterioration of performance resul ts  largely from the redis
tributions of flow because of the occurrence of cavitation. The decrease in head-rise 
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coefficient at all elements along the blade span resulted from both a decrease in energy 
addition and an increase in losses. 

Midspan noncavitating performance data were taken with the r ea r  blade at three dif
ferent locations with respect to the front blade. A s  the overlap of the front and r ea r  
blades was  increased, the measured losses  decreased over the complete flow range. No 
consistent variation in turning angles was  observed. Over most of the flow range, the 
turning angles of all three configurations compared within approximately 1/2'. 

Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 

Cleveland, Ohio, August 1, 1969, 
128-31. 
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APPENDIX A 

SYMBOLS 

A area,  in.2; cm 2 rl hydraulic efficiency (eq. (B5)), 

D diffusion factor, eq. (B8) per cent 
-

g acceleration due to gravity,
32.17 ft/sec2; 9 .8  m/sec 2 

ciency (eq. (B14)), percent 

K blade angle, deg 

H total head, ft; m 0 blade solidity 

AH blade-element head r ise ,  ft; m cp flow coefficient 
- -
AH mass-averaged head r i se ,  cp average flow coefficient 

f t ;  m 1c/ head-rise coefficient 
-

Hsv net positive suction head, 11/ mass-averaged head-rise coeffi-
f t ;  m cient 

-
hV 

vapor pressure head, f t ;  m w rotor relative total head loss  

i incidence angle, eq. (B9), deg coefficient (eq. (B7)) 

j index number Subscripts: 

d diameter, in.; cm rl mass-averaged hydraulic effi-

N rotative speed, rpm C cylinder 

Q flow rate,  gal/min; m 3/min h hub 

id ideal 
Qv Venturi-measured flow rate,  

gal/min; m 3/min n radius position 

r radius, ft; m t tip 

tmax thickness, ft; m Z axial component 

U rotor tangential velocity, 0 tangential direction 
ft/sec; m/sec 1 inlet 

V absolute velocity, f t/ sec; 2 outlet 
m/sec 

Super script: 
X, Y directional coordinates 

1 relative to rotor 
(defined in fig. 2), in.; cm 

P flow angle, deg 

AP1 turning angle, deg 
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APPENDIX B 

BLADE-ELEMENT AND PARAMETER EQUATIONS 

B lade-Ele ment  Equations 

Blade -element head r ise:  

AH = H2 - H1 

Head rise coefficient: 

*E- g AH 

ut" 

Ideal head r i se :  

AHid = '2'4 2 - 'i'e, 1 

g 

Ideal head-rise coefficient: 

Hydraulic efficiency: 

q = -xAH 100 
AHid 

Flow coefficient: 

c p = - 'z 

Ut 
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Rotor relative total head loss coefficient: 

Blade diffusion factor: 

V i  r2Ve  - r  V
D = l - - +  7 1 e, 1 

V i  o V i ( r l  + r 2 )  

or, for r l  = r2, 

Incidence angle: 

i = p i  - K~ 

Turning angle: 

Overa l l  a n d  Averaged Parameter Equations 

Mass  -averaged head r i s e  : 

j =4 
C @jVz,2 , j  A H . + rj + l  Vz ,2 ,  j + l  AHj + l  )(r.1 j - rj + l  ) 
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Mass-averaged head-rise coefficient: 

-* = - g h H  

ut" 

Mass-averaged ideal head r ise:  

-
AHid = -1(We,g 

In this  investigation V 
becomes 

j=4 

j	=4
C A2, jvz,2, j
j=1 

(B13a) 

0 9 1  
w a s  considered zero in all calculations, and the equation 

(B13b) 

Mass-averaged efficiency: 

-
-= -xAH 100 

Average inlet axial velocity: 
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where k = 448.8 feet per second or k = 60 meters per second. 

Average inlet flow coefficient: 

-	 vz, 1
50=

ut 

Net positive suction head: 
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coiaclifcted so ns t o  contribitte . . . t o  the expnasiorz of hi/iiiaa knoiul
edge of phenot i iem i?z the  nttiiospher-e nizd spnce. The Aditiinistrntiort 

. .Thrill proi’irte f o r  the widest prncticnble nizd appropriate disseiiiinn?ioiz 
. of infor.iiiniioiz coitcerizing its rrctir’ities nizd the results thereof.” 
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-NATIONALAERONAUTICSA N D  SPACE ACT OF 1958 .:. ; 
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NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS 

TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and 
technical information considered important, 
complete, and a lasting contribution to existing 
knowledge. 

TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad 
in scope but nevertheless of importance as a 
contribution to existing knowledge. 

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS: 
Information receiving limited distribution 
because of preliminary data, security classifica
tion, or other reasons. 

CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and 
technical information generated under a NASA 
contract or grant and considered an important 
contribution to existing knowledge. 

TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information 
published in a foreign language considered 
to merit NASA distribution in English. 

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information 
derived from or of value to NASA activities. 
Publications include conference proceedings, ’ 

monographs, data compilations, handbooks, 
sourcebooks, and special bibliographies. 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION 
PUBLICATIONS: Information on technology 
used by NASA that may be of particular 
interest i n  commercial and other non-aerospace 
npp!ications. Publications include Tech Briefs, 
~ e c h l l o ~ o g yutilization R~~~~~~and N ~ ~ ~ ~ , 
and Technology Surveys. 

Details on the availability of these publications may be obtained from: 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION DIVISION 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
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